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Date of the Fussell�s Lodge Long Barrow

Serious Mortality:  
the Date of the Fussell�s Lodge Long Barrow

Discovered by aerial photography in the 1920s, 
the barrow was excavated by Paul Ashbee in 1957 
�following upon, and in the face of, extensive plough 
damage� (Ashbee 1966, 2). The trapezoidal or wedge-
shaped barrow was contained within a continuous 
timberやrevetment╇やandやSankedやbyやaやsubstantialやditchや
onやeachやlongやsideや〉Fig╆やｱ╉やAshbeeやｱｹｶｶ╇やRg╆やｲ《╆やUnderや
the east and broader end of the barrow there was a 
structureやorやsemingやdeRnedやbyやthreeやwellまspacedやpitsや
(A�C), the easternmost (Pit C) at the very end of the 
barrowやcumingやtheやbeddingやtrenchやofやtheやtimberやrevet-
ment╆やTheやthreeやpitsやdeRnedやaやlinearやzoneやsomeやｷやmや
long╇やcontainingやRveやgroupsやofやhumanやremains╇やandや
coveredやbyやwhatや theやexcavatorやdescribedやasやaや 】Sintや
cairn�, which was built on the old ground surface. 
That lay directly over the human remains, and was 
in turn covered by the material of the barrow; ox foot 
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Twenty-seven radiocarbon results are now available from the Fussell�s Lodge long barrow, 
and are presented within an interpretive Bayesian statistical framework. Three alternative 
archaeological interpretations of the sequence are given, each with a separate Bayesian 
model╆やItやisやhardやtoやdecideやbetweenやthese╇やthoughやweやpreferやtheやthird╆やInやtheやRrstや〉followingや
the excavator), the construction is a unitary one, and the human remains included are by 
deRnitionやalreadyやold╆やInやtheやsecond╇やtheやprimaryやmortuaryやstructureやisやseenやasやhavingやtwoや
phases, and is set within a timber enclosure; these are later closed by the construction of a 
long barrow. In that model of the sequence, deposition began in the thirty-eighth century 
cal. кл and the mortuary structure was extended probably in the 3660s�3650s cal. кл; the 
long barrow was probably built in the 3630s�3620s cal. кл; ancestral remains are not in 
question; and the use of the primary structure may have lasted for a century or so. In the 
third, preferred model, a variant of the second, we envisage the inclusion of some ancestral 
remainsやinやtheやprimaryやmortuaryやstructureやalongsideやfreshやremains╆やThisやprovidesやdiTerentや
estimatesやofやtheやdateやofやinitialやconstructionや〉probablyやinやtheやlastやquarterやofやtheやthirtyまeighthや
century cal. клやorやtheやRrstやhalfやofやtheやthirtyまseventhやcenturyやcal╆やкл) and the duration of 
primaryやuse╇やbutやagreesやinやsemingやtheやdateやofやtheやlongやbarrowやprobablyやinやtheやｳｶｳｰsむｳｶｲｰsや
cal. кл. These results are discussed in relation to the development and meanings of long 

barrows at both national and local scales.

The Fussell�s Lodge long barrow is one of the most 
cited monuments of the early part of the Neolithic in 
southern Britain. Both its pre-barrow structure and 
contents and the overlying long mound have been 
the subject of considerable comment and discussion 
〉Ashbeeや ｱｹｶｶ╉や ｱｹｷｰ╉や Shanksや╄や Tilleyや ｱｹｸｲ╉や Thomasや
ｱｹｹｱ╉やKinnesやｱｹｹｲ《╆やItやlies╇やratherやisolated╇やtoやtheやeastや
of the rivers Avon and Bourne in south Wiltshire, with 
onlyやoneやneighbourやaboutやｳやkmやtoやtheやnortheast╇やandや
is not therefore part of the denser concentrations to 
theやwestやandやnorthやofやStonehengeや〉Ashbeeやｱｹｷｰ╇やRg╆や
6; no. 5 in the Salisbury Plain East distribution). It was 
builtやonやrelativelyやlowやgroundやonやtheやUpperやChalk╇や
on the side of a broad dry valley, which runs down 
toや theや conSuenceやofや theやBourne╇やAvonやandやNadderや
valleysやtoやtheやsouthwestや〉SUやｱｹｲｰやｳｲｴｶ╉やｵｱ┱ｰｵぅｲｸぇやN╉や
ｰｱ┱ｴｳぅｳｸぇやW《╆や
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bones on its upper surface may have come from a hide 
draped over the cairn. The bone groups lay between 
Pits A and C, just overlapping the edge of the former, 
butやlayやoverやtheやRllやofやPitやB╆やTheseやareやdescribedやinや
more detail below. Directly outside the east end of 
theやbarrowやwasやaやsmallやsemingやofやpostholes╇やcalledやaや
�porch� by the excavator.

Bowlやpomery╇やsomeやdecoratedやandやwithやresem-
blances to both the Windmill Hill and Mildenhall 
styles, was found with the human remains, under 

Bone Group A and with Bone Group 
D; further sherds of early style were 
found in the old land surface and in 
theや Sintや cairnや 〉Ashbeeや ｱｹｶｶ╇や ｱｷ《╆やAや
single radiocarbon date on a sample 
ofやoakやcharcoalやfromやtheやpreまbarrowや
structure (the �mortuary house� in 
Ashbee�s terms: 1966, 27) gave a de-
termination suggesting a date early in 
the Neolithic sequence (Ashbee 1966, 
27�8); Ashbee noted the possibility of 
anやoldやwoodやeTectやonや thisやdateやbutや
hadやidentiRedやtheやsampleやasやaやbranchや
or small root (Ashbee 1966, 28). 

Ashbee discussed whether the 
timber revetment or enclosure had 
had �a use-life distinct from that of the 
barrow as an entity�, with the space of 
the timber enclosure used for �provi-
sional burial� (1966, 30). His preferred 
view, however, was of a single act of 
interment, of bones brought from 
elsewhere, since there were no human 
bonesやfoundやscameredやonやtheやoldやlandや
surfaceやunderやtheやinRlledやrevetment╆や
Human remains were supposed to 
haveやbeenやstackedやinやtheやroofedやmor-
tuaryやhouseや】eitherやduringやorやaWerやitsや
construction� (Ashbee 1966, 32). The 
Sankingやditchesやmightやhaveやfollowedや
or been laid out at the same time as 
the revetment (Ashbee 1966, 28), and 
it is implied (without being fully 
explicit, since the rest of the relevant 
discussion is given over to structural 
considerations, except for a brief later 
reference to �the apparent unity of the 
burial complex�: Ashbee 1966, 37) that 
the whole monument was essentially 
a unitary construction.

There was no clear evidence 
in section that the three pits of the 
mortuary structure had held posts, 

but the excavator interpreted the inclusion of some 
humanやboneやinやtheirやupperやRllsやasやshowingやthatやthereや
had been a process of post replacement (Ashbee 1966, 
ｲ╇やｸ《╇やandやenvisagedやsomeやkindやofやthreeまpostやtentまlikeや
structure overlying the human remains, further cov-
eredやbyやtheやSintやcairnや〉Ashbeeやｱｹｶｶ╇やｳｷむｴｲ╉やｱｹｷｰ╇やｵｱ╇や
andやclassically╇やRg╆やｳｴ╉やcf╆やAtkinsonやｱｹｶｵ╉やPiggomやｱｹｶｶ╇や
385). One must note that other interpretations have 
alsoやbeenやsuggested╇やinやwhichやtentまlikeやstructuresやasや
suchやplayやnoやpartや 〉Morganや╄やAshbeeやｱｹｵｸ╇やｱｰｹむｱｰ╉や

Figure 1. The Fussell�s Lodge long barrow.
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Kinnesやｱｹｷｵ╉やｱｹｹｲ╉やWhimleやｱｹｹｱ╉やThomasやｱｹｹｱ╉やｱｹｹｹ《╆や
It is important to note that the excavator explicitly 
stated (Ashbee 1966, 4, 8) that Pit C �slighted the en-
trance to the enclosure� and �had been dug across what 
had presumably been an entrance to the trapezoid 
enclosure between the ends of the bedding trench� 
〉thoughやThomasや〉ｱｹｹｹ╇やｱｳｱ╇やRg╆やｶ╆ｵ《やhasやinferredやtheや
opposite sequence, giving a constructional priority to 
the �mortuary structure� over the timber enclosure). 
The excavator assumed that all three pits, or in his 
view post-pits, belonged together. 

Forやourやpurposes╇やfurtherやkeyやinsightsやaboutやtheや
character of the pre-barrow arrangements and the 
sequenceやhaveやbeenやoTeredやbyやIanやKinnesや〉ｱｹｷｵ╉やｱｹｹｲ╉や
see also Simpson 1968). The idea of a single, recurrent, 
tentまlikeや mortuaryや structureや wasや replacedや byや himや
withやaやrangeやofやmainlyやlinearやarrangements╇やoWenやem-
banked╇やbutやvariouslyやdeRnedやbyやpits╇やplanksやorやpostsや
〉Kinnesやｱｹｹｲ╇や ｸｱむｸ《╆や Inや theや speciRcや caseやofやFussell‒sや
Lodge╇やKinnesやsuggested╇や followingや theやexcavator‒sや
observation of the relationship between Pit C and the 
bedding trench of the timber enclosure, the separation 
ofやPitやCやfromやanやinitialやlinearやzoneやdeRnedやbyやPitsやAや
andやB╇やandやBoneやGroupsやAｱ╇やAｲ╇やB╇やCやandやDや〉Kinnesや
ｱｹｹｲ╇やｲｶ╇やｸｶ《╆やInやthisやview╇やthoughやtheやquestionやisやleWやaや
limleやopen╇やPitやCやbecomesやpartやofやaやblockingやepisode╇や
accompanied by the deposition of a few further hu-
manやremainsや inや theや formやofやBoneやGroupやEや 〉Kinnesや
ｱｹｹｲ╇やｲｶ╇やｸｶ╇やRg╆やｱD╆ｶ╉やcf╆やAshbeeやｱｹｶｶ╇やｱｲ《╆やFromやthisや
follows the further possibility that the mortuary de-
posit as a whole �could represent successive placing 
from rear to front, or a controlled apportionment of 
space‒や〉Kinnesやｱｹｹｲ╇やｱｰｴ《╆やWeやcanやaddやaやvariantやtoやtheや
model of successive placing, by suggesting a primary 
phaseやdeRnedやbyやPitsやAやandやBや〉withやorやwithoutやposts╇や
and discussed further below) and Bone Groups A1, A2 
and B, followed by a subsequent extension incorporat-
ing Bone Groups C and D.

The mortuary deposits (Fig. 2)

TheやhumanやskeletalやarchiveやfromやFussell‒sやLodgeやwasや
extensively examined during the course of the wider 
osteological study mentioned in the previous paper 
inやthisやvolumeやonやWestやKennetや〉Wysockiや╄やWhimleや
inや prep╆《╆や Unfortunatelyや theや curatedや materialや hasや
suTeredやsomeやdeprivationや inや theやyearsや sinceや itやwasや
excavated (which will be detailed elsewhere), so it has 
notやbeenやpossibleやtoやconRrmやorやreviewやallやaspectsやofや
theやoriginalやboneやreportやwrimenやbyやBrothwellや╄やBlakeや
(1966). As might be expected, advances in methods, 
techniquesや andや knowledgeや inや theや fortyや orや soや yearsや
since the publication of Fussell�s Lodge mean that 

someやrevisionやofやBrothwellや╄やBlake‒sや〉ｱｹｶｶ《やRndingsや
is necessary, but these are largely demographic or 
osteologicalやinやnatureやandやdoやnotやimpactやsigniRcantlyや
on the sampling strategy for the dating project.

Abumingや theや innermostや pit╇や PitやA╇や wereや Boneや
Groups A1 and A2: adjacent assemblages of mainly 
adult bones, with disarticulated long bones and post-
cranialや fragmentsや bundledや orや stackedやmoreや orや lessや
alongやtheやlongやaxisやofやtheやstructureやandやwithやskullsや
and fragmentary cranial remains concentrated along 
theやouterやsidesやofやtheやstacks╆

Going towards the east end of the barrow, there 
wasやthenやaやlinearやandやrelativelyやsparseやscamerやofやchil-
dren�s cranial and postcranial fragments, and then 
BoneやGroupやB╇やanotherやbundledやstack╇やsomeやofやwhichや
lay right across Pit B. Here the arrangement was less 
ordered than in Groups A1 and A2, with long bones 
lying transverse or diagonal to the axis of the monu-
ment╆やTheやhumanやboneやfromやtheやupperやpartやofやtheやRllや
of Pit B was cremated or burnt. There is no evidence 
of any burning on any of the other human material 
from the mortuary area.

Bone Groups C and D lay, in linear sequence, 
betweenやPitやBやandやPitやCやatやtheや】entrance‒╆やWhenやRrstや
exposed, these appeared to the excavators each to 
represent single contracted inhumations but each was 
subsequently shown to contain the partial disarticu-
lated remains of two individuals (thus drawn from 
fourやindividualsやaltogether《╆やAnやoxやskullやwasやfoundや
directly in front of Pit C, and formed the outermost 
part of the deposit as a whole. A group of ox foot 
bones╇やrepresentingやaやleWやforefootやandやrightやandやleWや
hind feet (Grigson 1966), were recovered from the top 
ofやtheやSintやcairnやcoveringやtheやhumanやremains╇やplacedや
more or less in the middle of the structure and along 
its long axis. Finally, numerous small fragments and 
scraps of human and animal bone were recovered 
fromやamongstやtheやSintやnodulesやofやtheや】cairn‒╆やTheseや
were designated Group E (Ashbee 1966, 12).

Fussell�s Lodge remains one of the few excavated 
earthen long barrows to yield a substantial quantity 
of human remains. Ashbee�s (1966) report estimated 
a maximum of 53 to 57 individuals to be represented, 
but╇やevenやtakingやintoやaccountやmaterialやthatやhasやbeenや
lost or irretrievably damaged in the years since pub-
lication╇や thisや Rgureや isや veryやmuchや anや overまestimate╆や
Following current standard analytical procedure for 
estimating Minimum Number of Individuals (MNI) 
presented by White (2000, 291) we estimate an MNI of 
34 individuals: 26 adults and 8 children or adolescents 
(cf. Mays 1998, 29).

Ashbee (1966) argued that the bones were 
brought from elsewhere for secondary burial in the 
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monument. This conclusion was based on a number 
of observations, first that already disarticulated 
skeletalやremainsやwereやreorderedやandやstackedやtoやformや
the groups. Secondly, many of the bones were much 
�weathered� (Ashbee 1966, passim). Thirdly, it was 
noted that, in the case of Group B, the interstices be-
tweenやtheやbonesやwereやRlledやwithやsoil╇やandやthatやmanyや
of the small fragments of bone found at the base of 
Groups A1/A2 and B were also mixed and soiled with 
chalkyやgreyやbrownやearth╇やinやcontrastやtoやtheやblackやoldや
ground surface on which they lay. This suggested to 
Ashbee the possibility that some of the remains had 
been exhumed before reburial (1966, 8, 37�8). Further-
more, Ashbee claimed (1966, 9) that although some of 
theやmanyやbrokenやshaWsやcomprisingやtheやBoneやGroupsや
were clearly the result of static loading forces from the 
overlying cairn/mound, others lay at �discrete angles 
and with pieces considerably removed from one an-
other, and with parts missing�, and that this indicated 
thatや theや bonesやwereや alreadyや brokenやwhenや broughtや
to the barrow for interment. A broader supporting 

argumentやwasやtheやlackやofやanyやbonesや
scameredや outsideや ofや theや relativelyや
conRnedやspaceやofやtheやmortuaryやhouseや
area╇やonやtheやoldやlandやsurfaceやdeRnedや
by the timber enclosure, which it was 
felt would have accompanied or been 
the result of �provisional� burial (Ash-
bee 1966, 9, 30). Finally, the under- 
representation of hand and foot bones 
wasや takenや toや indicateや transportや ofや
deSeshed╇やdisarticulatedやmaterialやtoや
the monument from elsewhere, with 
consequentや lossや ofや small╇や insigniR-
cant╇やphalangesやandやwristやandやankleや
bonesや 〉Brothwellや ╄や Blakeや ｱｹｶｶ╇や ｶｲ╉や
Mays 1998, 29�31).

Following re-examination of the 
material we can add the following 
points. Almost none of the mate-
rial displays evidence of subaerial 
weatheringや〉seeやWysockiやｱｹｹｸ《やwithや
92.7% at weathering stage 0, the rest 
at weathering stage 1. The bones are, 
however, extensively root-etched, 
though this need not necessarily im-
ply that the bones had been buried 
elsewhere before placement in the 
barrow, particularly in view of the ex-
tensive loss of mound material. With 
the exception of a few rodent-modi-
Redやspecimens╇やthereやisやnoやevidenceや
of animal scavenging on any of the 

bones╆や Neitherや isや thereや anyや evidenceや ofや cutや marksや
or incisions to suggest dismemberment, as has been 
foundやatやotherやNeolithicやbarrowsや〉Wysockiや╄やWhimleや
ｲｰｰｰ╇やｵｹｵ╉やSmithや╄やBrickleyやｲｰｰｴ《╆

Remnants of adhering soil and patination of 
theやbonesやshowやdistinctやdiTerencesやbetweenやgroupsや
〉GroupやAｱのAｲやwhiteやchalkyやsoil╇やGroupやBやredまbrownや
soilやandやpatination╇やGroupsやC╇やDやandやOxやskullやgreyま
brown soil and patination). This could suggest that the 
boneやgroupsやwereやoriginallyやexhumedやfromやdiTerentや
locations and brought to the barrow, but could also 
reSectやlocalizedやdiTerencesやinやtheやsoilのbarrowやmatrixや
ofや theや barrow╆や Itや isや notや possibleや toや checkや thisや now╇や
though there is some suggestion that this may have 
been the case with Group B (Ashbee 1966, 10).

Severe under-representation of hand and foot 
bones is evident in Groups A1/A2 and B with survival 
of only 5.9% of the expected number for an MNI of 
ｲｲやadults╆やThisやRgureやcanやbeやcomparedやtoやfrequenciesや
ofや ｱｸ╆ｷゾや forやWestやKennetや andやｳｰ╆ｳゾや forやWayland‒sや
Smithyや〉Wysockiや╄やWhimleやinやprep╆《╇やwhichやwereやbothや

Figure 2. The mortuary deposits.
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excavated at a similar period to Fussell�s Lodge, using 
similar techniques and procedures, and which both 
represent broadly similar burial environments. One 
should also note that the situation in Groups A1/A2 
and B can be contrasted to that in Groups C and D 
where hand and foot bones total 21.5 % of the expected 
number for an MNI of four adults. On the other hand, 
some under-representation of such elements is a com-
monやfeatureやofやexhumedやskeletalやassemblagesやfromやallや
periodsやandやaやvarietyやofやdiTerentやcontexts (Waldron 
ｱｹｸｷ╉やMaysやｱｹｹｸ╉やCoxや╄やBellやｱｹｹｹ╉やUbelakerやｲｰｰｲ《╆

BrokenやandやincompleteやlimbやshaWsやfromやtheやboneや
groups consistently display fracture characteristics as-
sociatedやwithやdryやboneやbreakageや〉seeやWysockiやｱｹｹｸ《╇や
indicating that this material was already relatively old 
whenやbroken╇やlackingやtheやintrinsicやboneやmoistureやandや
resilience of fresh bone. However, from the base of 
Group B a sub-assemblage of over 300 small fragments 
and splinters of upper and lower limb bones (some 
30% of the basal material) exhibits fracture morphol-
ogyやsuggestingやtheやbreakageやofやrelativelyや】fresh‒やgreenや
bone (v-shaped/spiral fractures), in contrast to the 
larger specimens that constitute Group B proper. At the 
time of sample selection and modelling for this dating 
project, it was thought possible that this material could 
be residual from an earlier phase of mortuary activity 
than that represented by Group B itself. However, it 
could also represent the admixture, in Group B, of 
skeletalや materialや fromや relativelyや recentlyや deceasedや
individuals as well as older ancestral remains.

Finally (contraや Brothwellや ╄や Blakeや ｱｹｶｶ╇や ｴｸ《╇ a 
distal portion of a right adult tibia from Group B has 
beenや foundや toや conjoinやwithやaや rightや tibiaや shaWや fromや
Group A1. The fracture characteristics (transverse, 
right angled) are consistent with dry bone, post mor-
temやbreakageやpamerns╆

On the whole, our observations tend to support 
theやpositionやtakenやbyやAshbeeや〉ｱｹｶｶ《やthatやsomeやofやtheや
human material may have been brought to Fussell�s 
Lodge in a disarticulated state. However, the evidence, 
such as it is, is far from unequivocal, and it remains 
possibleやthatやSeshedやcorpsesやcouldやhaveやbeenやleWやtoや
decompose and disarticulate in situ at Fussell�s Lodge. 
Whatever the case, it is clear that:
ｱ╆や alreadyやdisarticulatedやmaterialやwasや stackedや andや

grouped in the mortuary area;
ｲ╆や someやofや theやmaterialやwasや alreadyや inや aやbrokenやorや

brimle╇やdryやbone╇やconditionやatやtheやtimeやofやstacking╉や
ｳ╆や atやleastやsomeやbonesやinやtheやdiTerentやgroupsやwereや

from the same individuals or sources.
The timescales involved in such transformation of 
theや recentlyや deceasedや toや dryや disarticulatedや skeletalや
statesやareやsubjectやtoやaやmultitudeやofやvariables╆やUnderや

favourable conditions one might expect complete 
skeletonizationや ofや buriedや remainsや toや takeや approxi-
matelyやthreeやyearsやtoやRveやyears╇やwithやaやmuchやshorterや
period for unburied remains (Bass 1997; Rodriguez 
1997; Simmons 2002). The transition from green bone 
toやdryやboneやmayやtakeやconsiderablyやlonger╇やpossiblyや
decades, depending on conditions. We can suggest 
thatやaやminimumやperiodやofやbetweenやRveやtoやtenやyears╇や
and very possibly at least two or three times that, may 
have passed between the deaths of the individuals 
representedやatやFussell‒sやLodgeやandやtheやRnalやarrange-
ment of their mortal remains. It should be noted that 
chronological resolution at this scale is beyond that 
providedやbyやtheやscientiRcやdatingやtechniquesやnormallyや
availableやtoやarchaeologistsやworkingやinやBritain╆や

Animal bone samples

Grigsonや 〉ｱｹｶｶ《や reportedや thatや Rveや redや deerや antlersや
wereや recoveredや fromや theや primaryや chalkや rubbleや Rllや
of the ditch (layer 10 in the section drawing: Ashbee 
1966, pl. XIV), and states that �the antler found in the 
lowest layer [10『やmightやhaveやbeenや leWや thereやduringや
the construction of the barrow� (1966, 66), but the 
precise location of the antlers (within, or at the bot-
tomやof╇やtheやprimaryやRll《やremainsやunclear╆やOneやantlerや
(∆15CS/FSA1) is labelled as coming from layer 11, 
andやtheやdepthやcoまordinateや〉ｹぅｸぇ《やisやtheやgreatestやofやanyや
of the antler specimens from that ditch segment (CS). 
Layer 11 is not shown in the section drawings, which 
suggests that this specimen was at the very base of 
theやprimaryやRllや〉layerやｱｰ《╆やOtherやantlersやfromやtheやsameや
ditch segment are labelled as coming from layers 10 
or 9 and were found at slightly higher depths in the 
primaryや Rllや 〉ｹぅｴぇや andや ｹぅｳぇや respectively《╆や ｱｵCSのFSAｱや
was, therefore, selected as the best candidate for an 
antlerやfromやtheやditchやbomom╆

OxやfootやbonesやfromやtheやtopやofやtheやSintやcairn
Theやoxやfootやbonesや〉FSAｳaや╄やb《╇やperhapsやfromやaやhideや
(see discussion below, and note 3), must give a termi-
nus post quem for the construction of the mound. It 
should be noted, however, that the foot bones were not 
found in complete articulation, but as a �neat pile of ar-
ticulatedやfootやbonesや╊やlyingやonやtopやofやtheやSintやstackや╊や
andや》that『やaやfewやsmallやfootやbonesや╊やwereやscameredやinや
the mortuary house cover surface to a depth of about 
two feet� (Grigson 1966, 65). Although not mentioned 
in the original report, one of the medial phalanges 
from the right hind foot shows clear evidence of hav-
ingやbeenやburnt╆やTheやphalangeやisやcharredやblackやandやisや
heatまcrackedやallやoverやitsやproximalやarticulatingやsurface╆や
TheやrestやofやthisやboneやisやaやgreyのbuTやcolour╇やconsistentや
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withやboneやthatやhasやbeenやexposedやtoやRreやorやheat╆やTheや
proximal phalange, with which it articulates, is per-
fectly ordinary in appearance and shows no evidence 
of having been exposed to heat, as is also the case 
with all the other ox foot bones. The charred speci-
men must, therefore, have been disarticulated and 
detached from the rest of the foot when burnt. Two of 
the associated metapodials display split lines consist-
ent with stage 1 subaerial weathering changes. This 
indicatesやthatやtheやburningやepisodeやtookやplaceやaWerやaや
time, subsequent to the placing of the articulated ox 
footやbones╇やofやsuUcientやdurationやforやtheやfootやbonesやtoや
begin falling apart. Again, depending on conditions, 
this could be measured anywhere between three to 
Rveやyearsやtoやdecades╆

Articulatedやoxやbonesやaboveやtheやprimaryやsiltsや〉FSAｵやaや╄やb《
LyingやjustやaboveやtheやprimaryやRllやofやtheやsouthやditch╇やinや
the top of or just above layer 9, was the almost com-
plete vertebral column of an ox, together with its ribs, 
mandibleやandやshaWやofやleWやtibia╆やTheやvertebraeやandやribsや
gave the appearance of being articulated, but a few 
vertebraeやwereやmissing╇やtheやaxisやwasやlyingやbackやtoやfront╇や
the fourth dorsal vertebra was lying in front of the axis 
and two other dorsal vertebrae were tipped forward. 
Theやribsやwereやscameredやallやaroundやtheやcolumn╆やGrig-
sonや〉ｱｹｶｶ╇やｶｴむｵ《やthoughtやitやunlikelyやthatやdisarticulatedや
vertebrae were laid out deliberately to give the appear-
ance of articulation, and argued that the assemblage 
represented the original deposition of an articulated 
vertebral column with ribs, which was later disturbed. 
Although not noted at the time, one of the vertebrae 
displaysやtwoやpunctureやmarksやwithやpatinatedやfractureや
surfaces╆やAnimalやscavengingやisやtheやmostやlikelyやagentやofや
the punctures and thus disturbance of the deposit.

Objectives of this study 

As with the other monuments reported in this series 
of papers, further dating of the Fussell�s Lodge long 
barrowやwasや undertakenや principallyや becauseや ofや theや
methodological advances in radiocarbon dating and 
the interpretation of radiocarbon dates which have 
been made in the last decade or so (Bayliss et al. this 
issue). These developments provide the potential to 
produce much more precise dating for such monu-
mentsや 〉Baylissや╄やBronkやRamseyや ｲｰｰｴ╉やBaylissや et al. 
ｱｹｹｷ《╆やTheやmonumentやalsoやoTeredやtheやopportunityやforや
comparison of the dating of an earthen long barrow 
with that of the other cairns reported in this series of 
papers. 

SpeciRcally╇や theや newや datingや programmeや wasや
designed to address the following objectives:

•	 to date the construction of the primary structures 
(timber revetment and mortuary structure) under 
the long barrow;

•	 to determine the dates of the mortuary deposits 
and their chronological span;

•	 toや investigateやwhetherや thereや areや anyやdiTerencesや
in date between the separate bone groups of the 
mortuary deposits;

•	 to determine whether the �green bone� in Group 
B, which exhibits a fracture morphology of fresh 
breaks╇や isやearlierや inやdateや thanや theやoverlyingや 】dryや
bone� material, which exhibits a fracture morphol-
ogyやconsistentやwithやpostやmortemやbreakage╉

•	 toやdetermineやifやtheやweatheredやoxやskullやincorporatedや
at the proximal end of the mortuary deposits was 
older than the human remains;

•	 to establish the date of the construction of the long 
barrow;

•	 to establish the relative position of Fussell�s Lodge 
in the typological sequence of long barrows and 
long cairns (Corcoran 1969; Ashbee 1970; Darvill 
1982; Saville 1990; Thomas 1991).

Fussell�s Lodge was also part of a wider project on 
human remains and mortuary processes and results 
of the detailed osteological research there will be pro-
videdやelsewhereや〉Wysockiや╄やWhimleやinやprep╆《╆や

Sampling 

Aやsimulationやofや theや likelyやchronologyやofや theやmonu-
ment was constructed to assess the number of samples 
which would be required to answer these questions to 
a resolution which would be archaeologically useful 
(Fig. 3). This was done using the R_Simulate function 
of OxCal (version 3.5) with the calibration curve of 
Stuiver et al. (1998), archaeological estimates for the 
likelyやdateやofやtheやmaterialや〉seeやBMまｱｳｴ╈やTableやｱ《╇やandや
estimated error terms for the radiocarbon measure-
ments based on the available samples. 

Certain types of sample were targeted for dat-
ing. In particular, samples which could not be from a 
secondary context were preferred. The categories of 
material selected for dating were:
•	 articulated animal bone groups which could not 

have been deposited more than a few years or so 
aWerや theやdeathやofや theやanimalやconcerned╇やorや theyや
would have been dispersed (cf. Mant 1987, 71);

•	 pieces of antler, interpreted as derived from fresh 
tools used in construction;

•	 disarticulated human remains from individuals 
whoやareやidentiRablyやdistinctやfromやoneやanotherやonや
the basis of osteological duplications.

In addition, dating was sought for the weathered ox 
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skullや withinや theや mortuaryや depositsや
(noted above).

It is important to ensure that it 
isやknownやwhetherやeachやdatedやsampleや
is from a separate individual. This al-
lows measurements on the same body 
to be combined before calibration, so 
that all dates included in the models 
areや statisticallyや independentや 〉Bronkや
Ramsey 2001, 357). In addition, sam-
pling locations on individual speci-
mens were chosen to avoid any areas 
showing previous use of consolidant 
or adhesives.

The first series of samples 
submimedやfromやFussell‒sやLodgeやwasや
selected to clarify the sequence of 
diTerentやelementsやofやtheやmonument╆や
Unfortunatelyや theや antlerや fromや theや
timber revetment (Grigson 1966, 63) 
could not be located in the archive 
and so the construction of the tim-
ber revetment remains undated by 
radiocarbon measurement. Once 
these results were received, and a 
preliminary model constructed, fur-
therやsamplesやwereやselectedやtoやreRneや
the absolute dating of the monument 
and to replicate some specimens 
which had provided surprisingly 
early results. Further samples also in-
cluded �green bone�, which exhibits a 
fractureやmorphologyやofやfreshやbreaks╇や
to determine whether it was of a dif-
ferent date to the rest of the human 
bone in the mortuary deposits. 

Unfortunately╇やshortlyやaWerやtheや
second series of measurements had 
been completed, a technical problem 
wasやidentiRedやwithやtheやboneやprepa-
ration method used in the Oxford 
Laboratoryや〉BronkやRamseyやet al. 2004a; Bayliss et al. 
this issue). The resolution of this problem necessitated 
two further series of replicate samples. Of the 22 sam-
plesやoriginallyやdated╇や suUcientやgelatinやremainedや inや
archiveやforやreまpuriRcationやandやreまdatingやofやnineやsam-
ples. Five of the original 22 samples were re-sampled 
andや successfullyや dated╆や Unfortunately╇や insuUcientや
gelatin remained in archive for re-dating of the other 
eight samples and these could not be re-sampled as 
the specimens in question were either too small or too 
fragmentary╆やAlternativeや specimensやwereや identiRedや
andやdatedやforやRveやofやtheseやsamples╆やAやsecondやantlerや

tineやfromやtheやbasalやRllやofやtheやsoutheast Sankingやditchや
was too small for further sampling, which was par-
ticularly unfortunate as samples functionally related 
to the construction of the barrow itself are limited. 
The two samples of �green bone� which failed to yield 
reliable dates were not replicated.

Results 

Twenty-seven radiocarbon results are now available 
from Fussell�s Lodge (Table 1). They come from 17 
diTerentやhumanやskeletons╇やthreeやcamle╇やoneやredやdeerや

Figure 3. Probability distributions of simulated dates from Fussell�s Lodge. 
Each distribution represents the relative probability that an event occurs at 
a particular time. For each radiocarbon date, two distributions have been 
plomed╈やoneやinやoutlineやwhichやisやtheやresultやofやsimpleやradiocarbonやcalibration╇や
and a solid one based on the chronological model used; the �event� associated 
with, for example, k, is the growth of the person whose bones were dated. 
The other distributions correspond to aspects of the model. For example, 
the distribution �start�やisやtheやposteriorやdensityやestimateやforやtheやRrstやburialや
activityやonやtheやsite╆やTheやlargeやsquareやbracketsやdownやtheやleWまhandやsideやandやtheや
OxCalやkeywordsやdeRneやtheやoverallやmodelやexactly╆
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Table 1.やRadiocarbonやmeasurementsやfromやFussell‒sやLodgeやlongやbarrow╆やResultsやdenotedやbyやさやhaveやbeenやundertakenやonやreまpuriRedやgelatinや〉seeやBaylissや
et al. this issue).

Laboratory 
no.

Sample no. and material Radiocarbon 
age (кш)

み13C 
(�)

み15N 
(�)

C:N 
ratio

Weighted 
mean (кш)

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
conRdence《

Posterior density 
estimate (95% 
probability unless 
otherwise stated)

BM-134 Aやpieceやofやoak╇やapparentlyや
carbonizedやbyやRre╇やfoundやwithや
yellowedやandやreducedやchalkや
in the mortuary structure 
collapse at its proximal end, 
immediately within the 
enclosure entrance

5180±150 4350�3690 cal. кл 4330�3700 cal. кл

OxA-13205* FSA 1, red deer antler tip from 
theやbomomやofやtheやSankingや
quarry ditch of the long barrow 
(layer 11)

4851±37 �23.1 4866±26; 
T' = 0.3; 
T'(5%) = 
6.0; よ = 2

3780�3540 cal. кл 3650�3630 cal. кл

GrA-28199 replicate of OxA-13205 4880±50 �23.4

GrA-28218 auto-duplicate of GrA-28199 4880±50 �23.4

OxA-13173* FSA 3, ox metapodial from the 
surfaceやofやtheやSintやcairn╆やPartやofや
a deposit of bones which form 
three articulating ox feet (one 
front, two hind), plus caudal 
vertebrae

4728±49 �21.7 3640�3360 cal. кл 3650�3615 cal. кл

OxA-13206* FSAやｴ╇やoxやskullやfromやaやdiscrete╇や
deliberate, deposit beneath 
theやSintやcairn╆やTheやspecimenやisや
very soiled and may have been 
brought from elsewhere or 
exhumed before deposition

4877±37 �20.8 3780�3530 cal. кл 3665�3635 cal. кл

OxA-13326* FSA 5, ox vertebra from an 
articulated vertebral column 
and ribs deposited just above 
the primary silt in the ditch

4757±39 �21.7 3650�3370 cal. кл 3635�3495 cal. кл at 
79% probability or 
3430�3375 cal. кл at 
16% probability

OxA-12277 FSやｲ╇やdisarticulatedやhumanやleWや
femur from an adult male in 
bone group A1 of the mortuary 
deposit

4971±31 �20.6 9.4 3.2 3910�3690 cal. кл 3895�3880 cal. кл 
at 2% probability or 
3800�3660 cal. кл at 
93% probability

OxA-13174* FSやｴ╇やdisarticulatedやhumanやleWや
femur from an adult male in 
bone group A1 of the mortuary 
deposit

5075±40 �20.7 9.2 3.3 3990�3780 cal. кл 3965�3780 cal. кл

OxA-12278 FS 6, disarticulated human 
leWやfemurやfromやaやsubまadultやinや
bone group A1 of the mortuary 
deposit

5021±31 �20.6 9.2 3.2 3950�3700 cal. кл 3945�3830 cal. кл at 
47% probability or 
3825�3705 cal. кл at 
48% probability

OxA-14480 FLやｱ╇やdisarticulatedやhumanやleWや
femurやshaWやfromやaやprobableや
adult male in bone group A2 of 
the mortuary deposit

4865±39 �20.9 9.6 3.5 3780�3530 cal. кл 3705�3645 cal. кл

GrA-23195 FS 8.2, disarticulated human 
leWやfemurやfromやanやadultや
female in bone group A2 of the 
mortuary deposit

4955±45 �21.8 4955±31; 
T' = 0.0; 
T'(5%) = 
3.8; よ = 1

3900�3690 cal. кл 3730�3650 cal. кл
OxA-13185* 4955±42 �20.6 8.9 3.2

GrA-28219 FLやｲ╇やdisarticulatedやhumanやleWや
femurやshaWやfromやaやpossibleや
female in bone group A2 of the 
mortuary deposit

5050±50 �21.3 3990�3700 cal. кл 3960�3755 cal. кл at 
89% probability or 
3745�3710 cal. кл at 
6% probability
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Laboratory 
no.

Sample no. and material Radiocarbon 
age (кш)

み13C 
(�)

み15N 
(�)

C:N 
ratio

Weighted 
mean (кш)

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
conRdence《

Posterior density 
estimate (95% 
probability unless 
otherwise stated)

OxA-12279 FSやｱｱ╇やdisarticulatedやhumanやleWや
femur from an adult male in 
bone group B of the mortuary 
deposit

4857±31 �20.8 9.6 3.2 3780�3530 cal. кл 3700�3645 cal. кл

GrA-28174 FL 3, disarticulated human 
leWやfemurやfromやanやolderやsubま
adult in bone group B of the 
mortuary deposit

4940±45 �21.9 3910�3640 cal. кл 3725�3650 cal. кл

OxA-12280 FSやｱｴ╇やdisarticulatedやhumanやleWや
femur from an adult male in 
bone group B of the mortuary 
deposit

4991±32 �20.4 8.5 3.1 3940�3700 cal. кл 3735�3650 cal. кл

GrA-28175 FLやｴ╇やdisarticulatedやhumanやleWや
femur from an adult male in 
bone group B of the mortuary 
deposit

4850±45 �21.1 3780�3520 cal. кл 3705�3645 cal. кл

GrA-28207 FLやｵ╇やdisarticulatedやhumanやleWや
femur from an adult female in 
bone group B of the mortuary 
deposit

4760±50 �21.4 3690�3370 cal. кл �

GrA-28208 FL 6, disarticulated human 
leWやfemurやfromやanやunsexedや
adult in bone group B of the 
mortuary deposit

4940±50 �21.5 3940�3630 cal. кл 3725�3650 cal. кл

OxA-13186* FS 24.2, human right ulna from 
an adult female (Individual 1) 
in bone group C whose bones 
were arranged to give the 
appearance of articulation

4824±39 �20.4 10.2 3.2 4838±31; 
T' = 0.3; 
T'(5%) = 
3.8; よ = 1

3690�3530 cal. кл 3660�3635 cal. кл

GrA-28290 FLやｷ╇やhumanやleWやfemurやfromや
adult female (Individual 1) in 
bone group C, one of several 
fragmentary bones from the 
sameやskeletonやarrangedやtoやgiveや
the appearance of articulation

4860±50 �21.2

OxA-14458 FLやｸ╇やhumanやleWやfemurや
from probable adult female 
(individual 2) in bone group 
C, one of several fragmentary 
bones from the same 
skeletonやarrangedやtoやgiveやtheや
appearance of articulation

4859±35 �20.7 9.4 3.2 3780�3530 cal. кл 3665�3635 cal. кл

GrA-23183 FS 26, human right femur from 
an adult female in bone group 
D, one of several bones from 
theやsameやskeletonやarrangedや
to give the appearance of 
articulation

4950±50 �21.3 4878±26; 
T' = 2.9; 
T'(5%) = 
3.8; よ = 1

3780�3550 cal. кл 3665�3635 cal. кл
OxA-12281 4850±31 �20.7 9.6 3.2

OxA-13329* FS 28, disarticulated human 
tibiaやshaWやfragmentやdisplayingや
taphonomic evidence of 
perimortem fragmentation 
from bone group B

4894±39 �20.3 9.2 3.2 3790�3540 cal. кл 3710�3650 cal. кл

OxA-13187* FS 29, disarticulated human 
tibiaやshaWやdisplayingや
taphonomic evidence of 
perimortem fragmentation 
from bone group B

4932±34 �20.6 9.6 3.4 3790�3640 cal. кл 3720�3650 cal. кл

Table 1.や〉cont╆《
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antlerやandやoneやcharredやoakやbranchやorやsmallやroot╆やAllや
theやsamplesやofやhumanやbone╇やandやtheやoxやskull╇やcomeや
fromやtheやmortuaryやdeposits╆やTheやfragmentやofやoakやap-
pears to have been part of the �mortuary structure� 
(Ashbee 1966, 8). One result was obtained from an ox 
metapodial, part of the deposit of bone which formed 
threeやarticulatingやoxやfeetやfromやtheやsurfaceやofやtheやSintや
cairn. The tip of a red deer antler and an ox vertebra 
from an articulated vertebral column were dated from 
theやSankingやditchやsilts╆

The results are conventional radiocarbon ages 
〉Stuiverや╄やPolachやｱｹｷｷ《╆やTheやcalibratedやdateやrangesや
provided in Table 1 have been calculated using the 
maximumやinterceptやmethodや〉Stuiverや╄やReimerやｱｹｸｶ《╉や
all other distributions are based on the probability 
methodや〉Stuiverや╄やReimerやｱｹｹｳ《╆やAllやresultsやhaveやbeenや
calibratedやusingやOxCalやversionやｳ╆ｱｰや〉BronkやRamseyや
1995; 1998; 2001) and data from Reimer et al. (2004).

TheやRrstやsampleやfromやFussell‒sやLodgeやwasやdatedや
by the British Museum Radiocarbon Laboratory in the 

pioneering era of radiocarbon meas-
urementや〉Barkerや╄やMacKeyやｱｹｵｹ《╆やTheや
sample was prepared as described by 
Barkerや 〉ｱｹｵｳ《や andや datedや usingや gasや
proportional counting of acetylene 
〉Barkerや╄やMacKeyやｱｹｶｸ《╆やNineやboneや
and antler samples were dated by 
the Centre of Isotope Research at the 
R`ksuniversiteitや Groningenや inや ｲｰｰｳや
and 2005. They were processed and 
measured as described by Aerts-
B`maやet al. (1997; 2001) and van der 
Plicht et al. (2000). The original series 
of samples dated at the Oxford Radio-
carbonやAcceleratorやUnitやinやｲｰｰｱやwasや
processed using the gelatinization 
protocol described by BronkやRamseyや
et al. (2000). Following the discovery 
in the laboratory of a contamination 
problem associated with this method, 
in nine cases the contaminated mate-
rial was re-processed, graphitized, 
andや dated╇や asや describedや byや Bronkや

Figure 4.やSummaryやofやtheやpriorやinformationやincorporatedや
in the chronological model shown in Figure 5. The strati-
graphic relationships between samples are shown with the 
earliestやatやtheやbomom╇やandやtheやsolidやbarやdownやtheやleWまhandや
side represents a uniformly distributed phase of activity.

Figure 5. Probability distributions 
of dates from Fussell�s Lodge, 
incorporating the interpretation of 
the site sequence suggested by Ashbee 
〉ｱｹｶｶ《╆やTheやformatやisやidenticalやtoやthatや
in Figure 3. The large square brackets 
downやtheやleWまhandやsideやandやtheやOxCalや
keywordsやdeRneやtheやoverallやmodelや
exactly.
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Ramsey et al. (2004a). These results are denoted by 
anや asteriskや inや Tableや ｱ╆やAllや theや otherや samplesや wereや
processedやusingやcollagenやextractionや〉Lawや╄やHedgesや
1989; Hedges et al. 1989), followed by the revised ge-
latinizationやandやRltrationやprotocolやdescribedやbyやBronkや
Ramsey et al. (2004a), and dated by AMS as outlined 
inやBronkやRamseyやet al. (2004b). 

Interpretations

Takingや accountや ofや theや variedや interpretationsや ofや theや
structures and sequences at Fussell�s Lodge long 
barrow╇やitやisやpossibleやtoやbuildやaやnumberやofやdiTerentや
models for the chronology of the monument. We have 
chosenやtoやpresentやthreeやofやtheseやinやdetail╆やTheやRrstやofや
these follows the interpretation of the archaeological 
evidence presented by Ashbee (1966) (Figs. 4�5). The 
secondやisやinspiredやbyやKinnesや〉ｱｹｹｲ《やbutやaddsやtheやvari-
ation, already noted above, of successive parts in the 
mortuary structure (Figs. 6�8). The third is in turn a 
variant on the second model, allowing for both con-
tinued access to the mortuary area until the barrow 
was built, and the incorporation of human remains 

Figure 6.やSummaryやofやtheやpriorや
information incorporated in the 
chronological model shown in Figures 
7 and 8. The stratigraphic relationships 
between samples are shown with the 
earliestやatやtheやbomom╇やandやtheやsolidやbarや
downやtheやleWまhandやsideやrepresentsやaや
uniformly distributed phase of activity.

Figure 7. Probability distributions 
of dates from Fussell�s Lodge, 
incorporating the interpretation of 
the site sequence suggested by Kinnes 
〉ｱｹｹｲ《╆やTheやformatやisやidenticalやtoやthatや
in Figure 3. The large square brackets 
downやtheやleWまhandやsideやandやtheやOxCalや
keywordsやdeRneやtheやoverallやmodelや
exactly.
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older (and perhaps substantially older) than the actual 
building of the mortuary structure (Figs. 9�11). 

A summary of the archaeological information 
includedやinやtheやRrstやmodel╇やwhichやfollowsやAshbee‒sや
(1966) interpretation of the site sequence as essentially 
a unitary construction, is shown in Figure 4. All the 
bone samples from the mortuary deposits are earlier 
than the construction of the mortuary structure itself, 
the construction of the trapezoidal timber enclosure 
and the building of the earthen barrow. The actual 
chronological model is shown in Figure 5. This sug-
gests that the monument was constructed in 3645�3475 
cal. кл (95% probability; build_barrow), most probably 
inや theや lamerや decadesや ofや theや thirtyまseventhや centuryや

cal. кл (see the bi-modal distribution 
build_barrow in Fig. 5).1 

Figure 6 shows a summary of 
the archaeological information in-
cluded in the second model, which is 
inspired by the interpretation of the 
sequenceやproposedやbyやKinnesや〉ｱｹｹｲ《╆や
That separated Pit C from a primary 
linear zone with a �chamber� of some 
kindやcontainingやBoneやGroupsやAｱ╇やAｲ╇や
B╇やCや andやD╆やWeやhaveやmodiRedや thisや
interpretation by suggesting that a 

Rrst╇や inner╇や partや ofや theやmortuaryや structureや
consisted of Pits A and B, with Bone Groups 
A1, A2 and B. This was followed by a sec-
ond, later, addition between Pit B and the 
entrance (but without Pit C), and containing 
Bone Groups C and D. We view Pit C, fol-
lowingやKinnesや〉ｱｹｹｲ╇やｸｶ《╇やasやpartやofやclosureや
and mound construction.

The chronological model incorporat-
ing this interpretation of the archaeological 
record is shown in Figure 7. This suggests 
that the construction of the primary phase 
of the mortuary structure (between Pits A 
and B) occurred in 3840�3710 cal. кл (95% 
probability; build_box《╇や probablyや inや theや Rrstや
half of the thirty-eighth century cal. кл 
(3805�3730 cal. кл:やｶｸゾやprobability╉やbuildいbox╈や
Fig. 7). The mortuary structure was extended 
from Pit B to the entrance of the trapezoidal 
timber enclosure in 3685�3645 cal. кл (95% 
probability; extend_box), probably in the 3660s 
or the 3650s cal. кл (Fig. 7). The barrow was 
constructed, along with Pit C (closing access 
to the mortuary structure), in 3645�3590  
cal. кл (95% probability; build_barrow), prob-
ably in the 3630s or 3620s cal. кл (Fig. 7).2

According to this model, the primary 
phase of the mortuary structure between Pits A and B 
was in use for between 50 and 180 years (95% probability; 
Rrstいbox: Fig. 8), probably for four to six generations 
〉ｷｱ╆ｲゾやprobable╈やseeやdiscussionやinやWhimle╇やBarclayやet 
al. this issue). The extension to this structure was in 
use for 10�75 years (95% probability; second_box: Fig. 
8), probably for only one or two generations (73.5% 
probable: see discussion below). 

It should be noted that individual FL 5 in Bone 
Group B produced a radiocarbon determination 
(GrA-28207) which is in poor agreement with this 
model, and has been excluded from the analysis. This 
individual is rather later than the other dated people 
in Bone Group B. This suggests that, contrary to the 

Figure 8. Probability distributions of number of years during which various 
activities occurred at Fussell�s Lodge long barrow, derived from the model 
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 9.やSummaryやofやtheやpriorやinformationやincorporatedやinやtheや
chronological model shown in Figures 10 and 11. The stratigraphic 
relationships between samples are shown with the earliest at the 
bomom╇やandやtheやsolidやbarやdownやtheやleWまhandやsideやrepresentsやaや
uniformly distributed phase of activity.
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model shown in Figure 7, access to the distal portion 
of the mortuary deposits may have been maintained 
aWerやtheやconstructionやofやtheやextensionやwhichやincludesや
Bone Groups C and D.

TheやRrstやmodelや presentedや inや thisや sectionや inter-
preted all the human remains from the mortuary de-
positやasやsecondaryやburials╇やdeSeshedやbonesやgatheredやupや
from elsewhere and placed in the mortuary structure 
when the monument was built. All these remains are 
therefore considered in some sense ancestral in this 
interpretation. In contrast, all the human remains in the 
second model above are considered to be later than the 
initialやconstructionやofやtheやmortuaryやstructure╆やSkeletonsや
were reordered but went into the linear mortuary zone 
〉inやtheやtermsやofやKinnesやｱｹｹｲ╇やｸｳ╇やｱｰｳ《やasやcompleteやenti-
ties╆やTheやthirdやmodelやtakesやaやmiddleやcourse╇やsuggestingや
both that some individuals were recently dead when 
their remains were placed in the mortuary area and 
that other bones may already have been old when gath-
ered up for interment there. In the other monuments 
and mortuary assemblages reported in this series of 
papers, it has been possible to compare the dates from 
both articulated and disarticulated human remains, to 
determineやwhetherや theや lamerや areや signiRcantlyや older╆や
That is not possible with the disarticulated assemblage 
at Fussell�s Lodge, even with Bone Groups C and D, 
since they are not single individuals.

The 17 dated individuals from the mortuary 
structure have not provided statistically consistent 
radiocarbon measurements (T' = 73.8; T'(5%) = 26.3;  
よや└やｱｶ╈やWardや╄やWilsonやｱｹｷｸ《╇やandやsoやmustやhaveやdiedや
over a period of time. There is some suggestion of a 
chronological progression in the mortuary area, with 
the earliest remains lying furthest away from the en-
trance of the trapezoidal timber enclosure (Bone Groups 
A1, A2), and the latest closest to that (Bone Groups C, 
D《╆やAsやalreadyやnotedやabove╇やKinnesやhadやallowedやforや
theやpossibilityやofやsuccessiveやplacingsやofやthisやkindや〉ｱｹｹｲ╇や
104). Bone Groups C and D represent more complete 
individuals than in Bone Groups A and B, consistent 
withやtheirやhavingやbeenやlessやmodiRedやorやmanipulated 
aWerやinsertionやintoやtheやmortuaryやstructure╆やTheやradio-
carbon measurements on the three dated individuals 
from Bone Groups C and D are statistically consistent 
(T' = 1.0; T'(5%) = 6.0; よ = 2), suggesting that these de-
posits may have been formed over a relatively short 
period of time. The chronological progression along 
the linear mortuary zone is not absolute but, rather, a 
general trend. Individuals FL 1 from Bone Group A2 
and FL 5 from Bone Group B both appear to be rather 
later than the majority of individuals at the distal end of 
the mortuary structure. Equally, individuals FS 4 from 
Bone Group A1 and FL 2 from Bone Group A2 seem 

rather earlier than the other dated individuals from 
the mortuary deposits. This chronological succession 
may have implications for the question of access to the 
mortuary deposits during the period of their placement, 
which is discussed further below. 

On the basis of the osteological evidence outlined 
aboveや〉andやseeやWysockiや╄やWhimleやinやprep╆《╇やweやantici-
pate the presence of �curated� ancestral remains within 
the mortuary deposits at Fussell�s Lodge, though it is a 
mamerやforやsubtleやstatisticalやinterpretationやtoやdetermineや
whichや individualsや canや beや identiRedや asや candidatesや
for such ancestral status. The spatial layout, the high 
incidence of hand and foot bones (21.5% of the ex-
pected number), and the statistical consistency of the 
radiocarbon measurements from Bone Groups C and 
D, all suggest that such �ancestors� are not present in 
these groups. The much greater extent of re-ordering 
of the remains in Bone Groups A and B, along with 
theやlackやofやhandやandやfootやbonesや〉ｵ╆ｹゾやofやtheやexpectedや
number) and the statistical inconsistency of the radio-
carbon measurements (T' = 55.9; T'(5%) = 22.4; よ = 13), 
suggestやthatやancestralやremainsやareやfarやmoreやlikelyやtoや
have been present in this inner part of the mortuary 
structure╆やCanやtheseやbeやidentiRedやonやtheやbasisやofやtheや
radiocarbon determinations? The dated individuals 
in Bone Group A do not form a statistically consistent 
group (T' = 18.6; T'(5%) = 11.1; よ = 5), although those in 
Bone Group A1 do, as is also the case with the meas-
urements from individuals in Bone Group A2 except 
for individual FL 2 (GrA-28219). This individual, along 
with those from Bone Group A1, appears to be rather 
older than the other individuals in Bone Group A. The 
dated individuals in Bone Group B also do not form a 
statistically consistent group (T' = 21.2; T'(5%) = 14.1;  
よ = 7), although in this case individual FL 8 (GrA-28207) 
forms a clear later outlier. It should be noted that the 
samples showing �green bone� fracture morphology 
gave radiocarbon measurements that are statistically 
consistent with the main group of individuals dated 
from Bone Group B (T' = 12.3; T'(5%) = 12.6; よ = 6). 

On these rather tenuous grounds, the archaeo-
logical interpretation summarized in Figure 9 has been 
incorporated in the third model. This chronological 
model is shown in Figure 10. This suggests that the 
construction of the primary mortuary structure oc-
curred in 3755�3660 cal. кл (95% probability; build_box: 
Fig. 10), probably in the last quarter of the thirty-eighth 
century cal. клやorやtheやRrstやhalfやofやtheやthirtyまseventhや
century cal. кл. The mortuary structure was extended 
in 3675�3640 cal. кл (95% probability; extend_box: Fig. 
10) and the barrow was built in 3650�3605 cal. кл 〉ｹｵゾや
probability; build_barrow: Fig. 10) probably in the 3630s 
or 3620s cal. кл.
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This third model suggests that 
the initial mortuary structure was 
in use for 5�95 years (95% probability; 
Rrstいbox: Fig. 11), for between one and 
three generations (89.2% probable). 
Burials continued in the extended 
structure for between 5�60 years 
(95% probability; second_box: Fig. 11), 
probably for one or two generations 
(92.1% probable). 

The posterior density estimates 
for the constructional events at Fus-
sell�s Lodge from the three models 
presented here are shown in Figure 
12. It can be seen that all three models 
are consistent in suggesting that the 
construction of the barrow occurred 
in the second half of the thirty-sev-
enth century cal. кл, probably in the 
3630s or 3620s cal. кл╆や Asや theや Rrstや
model envisages a unitary construc-
tion, this is the only estimate provid-
ed by it. The second and third models 
are also consistent in suggesting that 
the mortuary structure was extended 
(or at least that Bone Groups C and D 
were deposited) in the second quarter 
of the thirty-seventh century cal. кл, 
probably in the 3660s or 3650s cal. кл. 
Theや onlyや substantiveや diTerenceや be-
tween the three models concerns the 
estimated date of the construction of 
the primary mortuary structure. This 
can only be dated from radiocarbon 
determinations on the mortuary de-
posits. Depending on archaeological 
and osteological interpretations of 
this material, either this structure was 
built in the earlier part of the thirty-
eighth century cal. кл (second model, 
where all the dated individuals died 
aWerやtheやstructureやhadやbeenやbuilt《やorや
in the decades around 3700 cal. кл 
(third model, where some of this ma-
terial is regarded as ancestral), or in 
the second half of the thirty-seventh 
century cal. клや〉Rrstやmodel╇やwhereやallや
the human material is regarded as 
secondary, and the mortuary struc-
tureやwasやbuiltやatやeTectivelyやtheやsameや
time as the barrow mound) (Fig. 12). 

All three chronological models 
showやgoodやoverallやagreementや〉Bronkや

Figure 10. Probability distributions of dates from Fussell�s Lodge, 
incorporating the interpretation of the site sequence suggested by Kinnes 
〉ｱｹｹｲ《╇やwithやaccessやtoやtheやboxesやmaintainedやuntilやtheやconstructionやofやtheや
barrow mound, and the interpretation that the dated bones in Bone Group A1 
and individual FL 2 in Bone Group 2 might be older than the construction of 
the monument. The format is identical to that in Figure 3. The large square 
bracketsやdownやtheやleWまhandやsideやandやtheやOxCalやkeywordsやdeRneやtheやoverallや
model exactly.

Figure 11. Probability distributions of number of years during which 
various activities occurred at Fussell�s Lodge long barrow, derived from the 
model shown in Figure 10.
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suggest that Ashbee�s model (1966; model 1; Fig. 5), 
in which all the mortuary deposits are interpreted as 
secondary, is less plausible. 

Other points of archaeological debate have been 
resolved by the radiocarbon dating programme. It 
isや clearや thatや theや oxや skullや atや theやproximalや endやofや theや
mortuary deposits does not come from the same ani-
mal as the hide3 inferred from the ox foot bones over 
theやSintやcairn╇やwhichやcouldやhaveやbeenやdrapedやoverやitや 
(T' = 5.8; T'(5%) = 3.8; よ = 1). It is also clear that this hide, 
and potentially the burning event in which one of the 
foot bones from it was charred (this point is discussed 
further below), date to the episode of barrow construc-
tion. This is shown by the poor agreement of models in 
whichやtheやhideやonやtopやofやtheやSintやcairnや〉OxAまｱｳｱｷｳ《やisや
interpreted to be earlier than the barrow construction 
as dated by the antler tip from the base of the primary 
ditchやRllや〉FSAやｱ╉やe╆g╆やAoverall = 40.1% in this variant of 
model 2). The radiocarbon measurements from the 
hide and from the antler tip are also statistically indis-
tinguishable (T' = 6.5; T'(5%) = 7.8; よ = 3). 

Turning to the number of years over which the 
various activities may have occurred at the Fussell�s 
Lodge long barrow, the three models provide rather 
diTerentやestimates╆やTheやRrstやmodelやsuggestsやessential-
ly unitary activity, with older human material incor-
porated from elsewhere in a single act of deposition. 
The second model suggests that the primary mortuary 

Ramseyやｱｹｹｵ╉やFigs╆やｵ╇やｷや╄やｱｰ《╇やandやsoや
each archaeological interpretation 
conforms with the radiocarbon evi-
dence. On the basis of the statistical 
methodology which is currently and 
routinely available, it is not possible 
to determine which of these models 
is more probable (see also Bayliss 
et al. this issue, where the question 
of model choice is discussed; and 
see also the discussion below). The 
spread of the radiocarbon determi-
nations from the mortuary deposits 
may suggest that the entire space 
continued to be accessible until the 
barrow was constructed. This is 
suggested by the poor agreement of 
GrA-28207 with the interpretation 
that the areas between Pits A and B 
wasやclosedやoTやonやconstructionやofやtheや
extension containing Bone Groups C 
andやDや〉BronkやRamseyやｱｹｹｵ╉やAや└やｲ╆ｹゾ《╆や
The general chronological progres-
sion within these mortuary deposits 
shown, with the earlier material more 
likelyやtoやbeやplacedやatやtheやdistalやendやofやtheやlinearやmor-
tuary zone and more recent material at the proximal 
end, may suggest that this access was from the porch 
and entrance of the trapezoidal timber enclosure. The 
formやthatやthisやlinearやzoneやmayやhaveやtakenやisやdiscussedや
below.

Theや lackや ofや articulatedや humanや boneや inや theや
mortuary deposits at Fussell�s Lodge means that the 
radiocarbon determinations do not inform the debate 
about whether ancestral material was placed in the 
monument. Alternative models which show good 
overall agreement have been produced for a range 
of archaeological readings of this issue. Even when 
on archaeological grounds it is considered desirable 
toや amemptや theや identiRcationやofやparticularや individu-
als as potentially ancestral material, the radiocarbon 
evidence is far from certain. Herein lies the potential 
importance of the green bone noted and discussed 
above for the interpretation of the taphonomy of the 
mortuary deposits. The green bones must have been 
fresh when they were fragmented, and because of the 
numberやofやveryやsmallやfragmentsやitやisやunlikelyやthatやtheyや
were collected up and brought in from elsewhere. As 
the radiocarbon measurements on this material are 
statistically consistent with those from the main group 
of �dry bone� individuals dated from Bone Group B 
(see above), then at least some of the material in the 
mortuary deposits must have gone in fresh. This may 

Figure 12. Posterior density estimates for the date of constructional events at 
Fussell‒sやLodgeやlongやbarrow╇やaccordingやtoやmodelやｱや〉Figs╆やｴむｵ《╇やmodelやｲや〉Figs╆や
ｶむｸ《╇やandやmodelやｳや〉Figs╆やｹむｱｱ《╆
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structure was in use for a century or so, although the 
third model suggests that deposition in this primary 
mortuary area was shorter-lived (Fig. 13). Both these 
interpretive models agree in suggesting that the use 
of the extended mortuary structure (Bones Groups C 
╄やD《やspannedやonlyやaやgenerationやorやtwo╆

Discussion

WeやhaveやadaptedやtheやtitleやofやthisやpaperやfromやShake-
speare�s Macbeth, when Macbeth himself, hearing pub-
licly the news of Duncan�s death, declares, �Had I but 
died an hour before this chance/I had lived a blessed 
time; for, from this instant/there�s nothing serious in 
mortality‒╆やWeや likeや theや playや betweenや theや sensesや ofや
�mortality� as being alive and the condition of being 
subjectやtoやdeath╆やTheyやseemやanやappropriateやbackdropや
as we move to discuss the many implications of the 
chronological models derived from the dating project 
on the Fussell�s Lodge long barrow. Four main topics 
will be covered: dates at local and regional scales; 
the structural development of the barrow; mortuary 
rites and their meaning; and the contribution of these 
results to wider histories of the Neolithic in southern 
Britain.

It has long been suggested that earthen long 
barrows contain potentially long sequences of de-
velopment, from their initial mortuary structures to 
theやRnalやcompletionやandやclosureやrepresentedやbyやtheや
mounds formed principally by material derived from 
substantialや Sankingや ditchesや 〉Piggomや ｱｹｶｶ╉や Ashbeeや
ｱｹｷｰ╉やKinnesやｱｹｹｲ╉やThomasやｱｹｹｹ《╆やThereやisやlimleやneedや
inやthisやcontextやtoやrehearseやtheやwellやknownやexamples╇や
complementing Fussell�s Lodge itself, from southern 
Britain up to eastern Scotland, which show this. It 

has not, however, been possible up to 
now to put very exact timescales on 
thisやkindやofやrecurrentやconstructionalや
and ritual history. Nor has it gener-
ally been possible up till now to give 
precise dates for the earthen long 
barrow phenomenon as a whole, in 
any of the regions of Britain where it 
occurs╆や Kinnesや 〉ｱｹｹｲ╇や ｱｱｵむｲｹ《や drewや
together the radiocarbon evidence (as 
well as the artefactual evidence) avail-
able at the start of the 1990s, and that 
hasやchangedやlimleやsinceや〉e╆g╆やScarreやet 
al. 2003). Most sites have been dated 
withやveryやfewやsamplesやand╇やasやKinnesや
pithilyや ifや aや limleや tooや pessimisticallyや
summarizedや〉ｱｹｹｲ╇やｱｲｰ《╇や 】mostやoTerや
noやmoreやthanやaやconRrmationやofやNeo-

lithic date, a conclusion already achieved before the 
application of this technique�. More generously, we 
couldやtakeやmostやresultsやtoやindicateやaやpositionやinやtheや
second and third quarters of the fourth millennium 
cal. кл╇や withoutや normallyや beingや ableや toや oTerやmoreや
precision than that. More recently, the timbers of the 
primary mortuary box of the Haddenham long barrow 
haveやprovidedやaやSoatingやtreeまringやsequenceやwiggleま
matched by radiocarbon dating to the second half of 
theやthirtyまseventhやorやtheやRrstやhalfやofやtheやthirtyまsixthや
centuries cal. клや〉Hodderや╄やShandやｱｹｸｸ╉やMorganやｲｰｰｶ╉や
Chris Evans pers. comm.). The long barrows from 
Raunds and Hambledon Hill have also now been 
well dated, to the thirty-eighth/thirty-seventh and 
thirty-seventh centuries cal. кл respectively (Hard-
ingや╄やHealyやforthcoming╉やHealyやｲｰｰｴ╉やFrancesやHealyや
pers. comm.). 

TheやRrstやsigniRcanceやofやtheやFussell‒sやLodgeやre-
sults is therefore to add another securely derived date 
for the earthen long barrow phenomenon. All three 
models agree in placing the Fussell�s Lodge barrow 
construction in the second half of the thirty-seventh 
century cal. кл, probably in the 3630s or 3620s cal. кл. 
Asやstressedやearlierやinやthisやpaper╇やtheやmodelsやdiTerやinや
their dates for the construction of the primary mortu-
ary structure (which is what is precisely dated at Had-
denham, as above). Each of the three models has good 
internal consistency. We prefer one or other of the 
variants (models 2 and 3 here) on the scheme proposed 
originallyやbyやKinnesや〉ｱｹｹｲ《╇やandやbyやaやshortやheadやmodelや
3, in which there is not only constructional sequence 
and continued access to the mortuary deposits over a 
period of time, but also the possibility (argued above 
on archaeological but not statistical grounds) of the 
presenceやofやancestralやremains╆やOurやthirdやmodelやtakesや

Figure 13. Probability distributions of number of years during which 
various activities occurred at Fussell�s Lodge long barrow, derived from the 
modelsやｲや〉Figs╆やｶむｸ《やandやｳや〉Figs╆やｹむｱｱ《╆
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the beginning of activity at Fussell�s Lodge long bar-
rowやbackやtoやtheやdecadesやaroundやｳｷｰｰやcal╆やкл. 

Givenやtheやlackやofやpreciseやdatingやforやotherやearthenや
long barrows apart from Haddenham, Raunds and 
Hambledon Hill, it is premature to build too much 
on these results. They can at least be thought about, 
however, at both local and regional scales. On the 
basis of all the models, the earthen barrow at Fussell�s 
Lodge appears to be later than the constructions at 
AscomまunderまWychwoodやandやHazleton╇やandやprobablyや
laterやthanやthatやatやWestやKennet╇やbutやearlierやthanやtheやRrstや
phaseやofやWayland‒sやSmithyや〉andやseeやWhimle╇やBaylissや╄や
Wysockiやthisやissue╇やp╆やｱｱｵ╇やRg╆やｴ《╆やTheやmonumentaliza-
tion represented by barrow construction at Fussell�s 
Lodgeやisやthereforeやlikelyやtoやhaveやbeenやcomparativelyや
late, given the beginnings of such phenomena in the 
thirty-eighth century cal. кл, as suggested by the other 
sites reported in this series of papers. The interest in 
the gathering up of old human remains and/or their 
concentrated deposition as fresh material in particular 
placesやandやspeciRcやcontainers╇やhowever╇やisやnotやsoやmuchや
youngerやthanやelsewhereや〉usingやtheやresultsやfromやAscomま
under-Wychwood, for example), and so people living 
in or at least using the eastern part of Salisbury Plain 
may not have been out of touch with changes going on 
elsewhere. There is a local dimension to this agency as 
well╆やWeやnotedやtheやlocationやofやFussell‒sやLodgeやbrieSyや
atやtheやstartやofやthisやpaper╆やCouldやitsやperipheralやseming╇や
at least from our map-based perspective, suggest a 
position and date in local history that showed people 
east of the River Bourne reacting to what neighbours 
to the west had already done? It will require further 
dating of earthen long barrows in the main concentra-
tions of Salisbury Plain to begin to resolve this point. 
We reserve discussion of wider relationships beyond 
southernやBritainやtillやtheやRnalやpaperや〉Whimle╇やBarclayやet 
al. this issue).

The dating programme has usefully highlighted 
a number of details to do with the nature of the mor-
tuary structure. It was unfortunately not possible to 
radiocarbon date the trapezoidal timber enclosure, but 
the archaeological observation of the excavator that it 
preceded Pit C is central to the view that it is a primary 
feature. As noted already, there has been much debate 
aboutやtheやformやwhichやmortuaryやstructuresやtook╆やKinnesや
〉ｱｹｹｲ《やhasやunderlinedやtheやlikelyやdiversityやofやtheseやset-
tings, and we can observe that the graphic reconstruc-
tionやproposedやforやFussell‒sやLodgeや〉Ashbeeやｱｹｷｰ╇やRg╆やｳｴ《や
doesやnotやwork╇やsinceやitやfailsやtoやaccountやforやtheやnarrow╇や
contained, linear zone of human remains within the 
broadやskirtsやofやaやtentまlikeやandやheavyやwoodenやconstruc-
tion╆やHere╇やasやelsewhere╇やwhatやmayやbeやtheやreallyやkeyや
issue, whatever the form of construction, is whether 

continued access was possible. The direct evidence from 
Haddenham for a single wooden lid on an elongated, 
massive╇やwoodenやboxや〉Hodderや╄やShandやｱｹｸｸ《やdemon-
strates one way in which accessibility could be achieved. 
Crawlingやthroughやaやnarrow╇やtentまlikeやstructureやwouldや
beやanotherやmeans╇やmoreやdiUcult╇やmoreやlikelyやtoやdisturbや
already deposited remains, but nonetheless feasible. We 
can envisage, but do not need to insist upon, substantial 
posts in Pits A and B, serving to frame a primary linear 
mortuary zone. Model 3 suggests that this arrangement, 
whateverやitsやpreciseやform╇やwasやstillやaccessibleやaWerやtheや
putative secondary extension towards the proximal end. 
And we should note again the spread of the human bone 
ofやGroupやBやoverやtheやRllやofやPitやB╆

Weやhaveやshownやaboveやthatやtheやoxやskullやandやtheやoxや
feetやareやofやdiTerentやage╆やThereやisやthereforeやaやtraditionや
atやtheやsiteやofやincorporatingやcamleやremains╇やperhapsやinや
both cases in the form of hides, into mortuary deposits 
and the events surrounding them. Could there have 
been hide coverings rather than wooden lids over the 
mortuary deposits? Whatever the answer, this tradi-
tion reinforces the impression, given by other similar 
monuments, of an intimate relationship between peo-
pleやandやcamle╇やwhichやwasやdisplayedやinやtheやmortuaryや
domain as well as in other contexts (Thomas 1999, 28; 
cf╆やRayや╄やThomasやｲｰｰｳ╉やWhimleやｲｰｰｳ《╆

Traces of charring or burning on some of the 
humanやremainsや〉Kinnesやｱｹｹｲ╇やｱｰｱ《やandやonやoneやofやtheや
oxやfeet╇やtogetherやwithやtheやburntやoakやdatedやbyやBMまｱｳｴや
andやtheやburntやSintやandやchalkやdepositやassociatedやwithや
it (Ashbee 1966, 7), all suggest a burning event in the 
episode of the closure of the mortuary deposit and the 
construction of the earthen long barrow. Such burn-
ing has of course been widely documented and com-
mentedやonやelsewhereや〉e╆g╆やKinnesやｱｹｹｲ╉やThomasやｱｹｹｹ《╇や
and does not need rehearsing here, but we return to 
it shortly below in wider discussion of the meanings 
of the mortuary rites at Fussell�s Lodge.

Turning to those wider meanings, we can echo 
the views of other authors about the potential com-
plexity of the mortuary rites represented at Fussell�s 
Lodgeやlongやbarrowや〉e╆g╆やShanksや╄やTilleyやｱｹｸｲ╉やKinnesや
1992, 99�100, 103�4; Thomas 1999, 136). We can under-
line this now, having provided interpretive estimates 
of timescales in models 2 and especially 3 over which 
these complex and diverse rites may have been played 
out. Pulling all the evidence together, we can now 
ascribe to our preferred date span from around 3700 
cal. кл down to the 3630s or 3620s cal. кл the following 
interests, if not obsessions, of a group of people living 
in or using the eastern part of Salisbury Plain: 
•	 the recognition and gathering up of old human 

remains; 
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•	 their concentration in a single selected place, in a 
linearやcontainerやofやsomeやkind╇やtoやwhichやcontinuedや
access remained possible for a while; 

•	 the deposition of selected, freshly dead people into 
the same container; 

•	 the re-ordering of these human remains, whether 
originallyやburiedやelsewhereやorやRrstやinterredやin situ, 
in terms of at least two categories, separate group-
ings determined either by date of deposition or 
byやgroupやaUliationやorやboth╇やandやtheやalignmentやofや
body part in relation to the linear axis of the monu-
ment (and, for a more complicated view, see again 
Shanksや╄やTilleyやｱｹｸｲ《╉や

•	 and the protection or concealment of all this within 
theやconRnesやofやaやsubstantialやtimberやenclosure╇やitselfや
an impressive wooden monument, with the poten-
tial capacity to hold large numbers of people. 

Such interests may not have been unchanging over the 
few generations that the timespan of model 3 suggests. 
Theやexplicitやlinkやwithやcamleやisやintroducedやinやtheやphaseや
of the extension of the mortuary zone, and is still of 
active interest at its closure, as witnessed by the hide 
drapedやoverやtheやSintやcairn╇やwhichやwouldやpresumablyや
have been the most prominent item to be visible in the 
Samesやofやtheやburningやepisode╆やThatやcoincidesやwithやaや
shiWやinやvisualやpresentationやofやhumanやremains╇やwithや
the simulacrum of two articulated people composed 
byやtheやremainsやofやfourやindividuals╆やThemesやofやcamleや
ownershipやmayやbeやbeingやinvokedやhere╇やandやcamleやareや
a dominant concern at the causewayed enclosures 
which may have begun in the thirty-seventh century 
cal. кл (Oswald et al. 2001; Healy 2004; and see also the 
current English Heritage- and AHRC-funded project 
to radiocarbon date causewayed enclosures, being car-
riedやoutやbyやAlasdairやWhimle╇やFrancesやHealyやandやAlexや
Bayliss). These great issues of remembrance, transfor-
mation (cf. Fowler 2002), bodilyや identity╇やaUliation╇や
and the relationship with and ownership of power-
ful animals, are all brought to a conclusion, perhaps 
only in the local context temporarily, in the closure 
of the mortuary structure and the construction of the 
earthen barrow, an episode itself further redolent both 
ofや transformationや 〉byやRre《や andやofや commemoration╆や
Whatやformやthatやrememberingやtookやめやwhetherやofやmuchや
older traditions on the European continent or of more 
recent and even contemporary practices in southern 
Britainやめやweやdiscussやfurtherやinやtheやlastやpaperや〉Whimle╇や
Barclay et al. this issue).

This discussion of the meanings of Fussell�s 
Lodge long barrow could continue, but the most im-
portant contribution of the dating project overall has 
beenやtoやsituateやthemやnowやwithinやaやspeciRcやhistoricalや
context. By this means, but only by this means, we can 

compare the worldview and agency of those particular 
few generations (see again Fig. 11 for estimates de-
rived from model 3) with both what had come before 
andやwhatやwasや toや follow╆やUsingやagainや theやquotationや
from Macbeth, perhaps this was a �blessed time�, in 
which �renown and grace� were far from dead.
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Notes

ｱ╆や Itやisやlikelyやthatやatやleastやsomeやofやtheやboneやinterredやinやtheや
barrow was already several centuries old when depos-
ited here. If the interred individuals represent a random 
sampleやfromやpreviousやgenerationsや〉whichやweやthinkやisや
unlikely《╇やthenやtheやoldestやmaterialやbroughtやtogetherやforや
burial in the mortuary area is dated to 3840�3710 cal. кл 
(95% probability; build_box: Fig. 7 and see below). In this 
case, the oldest material was already 85�320 years old 
(95% probability) or 105�235 years old (68% probability).

ｲ╆や やAlthoughやweやfeelやthatやitやisやlikelyやthatやtheやmortuaryやstruc-
ture was not constructed at one time (on the evidence of 
the relationship between Pit C and the trapezoidal pali-
sade enclosure), an alternative interpretation suggested 
toやusやbyやJulianやThomasやisやthatやtheやmortuaryやstructureや
wasやtheやRrstやconstructionやatやtheやsiteや〉i╆e╆やnotやpartやofやaや
unitary construction as envisaged by the excavator). 
FleshedやorやsemiまSeshedやbodiesやcouldやhaveやbeenやplacedや
inやtheやouterやpartやofやtheやstructureやinやtheやRrstやinstanceやandや
thenやmovedやandやstackedやinやtheやinnerやpartやonceやfullyやdeま
Seshed╆やThisやwouldやexplainやtheやearlierやdatingやforやmostや
of the remains in Bone Groups A and B, and the later 
dates for Bone Groups C and D. This can be regarded as 
a variant on our model 2, and produces date estimates 
for the building of the mortuary structure and the rais-
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ing of the barrow which are practically identical to those 
produced by model 2 itself.

ｳ╆や やMikeやParkerやPearsonやhasやpointedやoutやtoやus╇やonやtheやbasisや
of his own observations in Madagascar, that the feet do 
not necessarilyやrepresentやaやhide╇やbutやcouldやbeやoTeringsや
detachedやaWerやsacriRceやofやanやanimal╆やWeやdoやnotやthinkや
this interpretation alters any of the models presented 
here. 
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